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ABSTRACT 

A result is an official school report on the record of student, listing courses, grades received. Students‟ result is a critical 

component of admission, transfer credit processing, and graduation processing. The majority of result come into the University in 

paper form through multiple points of entry and are processed in multiple areas depending on the reason the result is requested 

(admissions evaluation, additional credit, pre-requisite requirements, special programs or graduation processing). Currently, until  

result details are entered and processed, there is no reliable way to track incoming result. This creates many problems for students 

and staff. Students may be required to send in  their  result if their initial submissions cannot be located. Staff  spend a 

considerable amount of time trying to locate result. Lost or misplaced result can delay admission decisions, prevent a student from 

registering into a course with pre-requisites and   ultimately delay graduation, which can lead to unwanted consequences. This 

study  aims to provide many benefits including proper routing and tracking of turned in results, improved processing efficiency of  

the system, and increased satisfaction for both the staff and students for processing of result. The purpose of this study is to 

design, develop and implement an efficient computer-based  result processing system to replace manual processing modes for 

Tertiary Institution, with a private tertiary institution in Edo State, Nigeria as A case Study. The system will accommodate 

multiple points of entry and aid course advisers carry out their responsibilities effectively. The system will interact with the 

existing system and provide a real time status of the processing of the result using Java programming language and MySQL as the 

database. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

There are basically three fundamental distinct education 

systems: the quranic system schools, indigenous system and 

formal European-style education institution. The rural areas 

where the majority live, children learn the skills such as 

farming, fishing and other work, as well as the duties an adult 

should possess, from participation in the community. Prior to 

now, this process was often supplemented by age-based 

schools in which group of children, mostly male children 

where instructed in community responsibilities by the adults. 

By 1970, education experts were asking how the system could 

be integrated into a more formal schooling for young people, 

but the question remained unresolved by 1990. Western-style 

education came into Nigeria with the missionaries in the mid 

nineteenth century. Although the first mission school was 

founded by the Methodist in 1843, it was Anglican Church 

missionary society that pushed forward in the early 1850s to 

find a chain of missions and schools, followed quickly in the 

1850s by the Roman Catholics. In 1887 in what is now 

southern Nigeria, an education department was founded that 

began setting curricula requirements and administered grants 

to the mission societies. By 1914, when north and south were 

united into one colony, there were fifty-nine government and 

ninety-one mission primary schools in the south; missions ran 

all the eleven secondary schools, except for the King‟s 

College in Lagos. 

In Nigeria, the education system focused strongly on 

examinations. In 1961, Lord Fredrick Lugard, the first 

governor of the unified colony, set up a school inspectorate, 

discipline, buildings and adequacy of teaching staff were to be 
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inspected, but the most points given to a school‟s performance 

went to the number and ranking of its examination results. 

This stress on examinations was still used in 1990 to judge 

educational results to obtain qualifications for jobs in 

government and the private sector. 

As more information is made available in a variety of formats 

and media and in a variety of locations, the need to manage 

information or data efficiently becomes more and more 

critical. Both staff and public users want access to stored 

information and want to access it more efficiently. It is the 

university policy to improve both the efficiency and 

effectiveness of course registration and result processing 

operations and services through the implementation of an 

integrated automated database system (Grey,2010). 

In a higher institution, a student result is a critical component 

of admission, transfer credit processing, graduation 

processing, record of the courses taken by the student and the 

grades earned throughout the student‟s stay in the institution. 

It is a complete record of the student‟s education coursework, 

grades and quality points a student has earned in his stay in the 

institution. Results provide a standard format for recording all 

study activities carried out by students. It is an essential tool 

for academic recognition. Majority of results come into 

university through multiple points of entry and are processed 

in multiple areas depending on the reason the result is 

requested. When planning to further one‟s education after their 

first degree, the need to present one‟s certified result arises. A 

certified result is one that has been certified as a true copy of 

the original result by someone in the issuing department who 

has the authority to do this, such as the course advisor. This 

result enables the higher level of education to access the 

students‟ ability and thus grant or not grant them admission 

into any institution of their choice. Also when school 

graduates search for jobs, they are sometimes asked to provide 

their result, for it is an excellent way to judge the students 

performance in school. The need for graduates to have their 

results cannot be over emphasized because when the college 

admissions officer concerned with admissions into the 

institution of a much higher learning obtains such results, he 

looks at: The grade point average (GPA) and class rank of the 

student. 

How consistent is the student‟s GPA. When schools are 

looking for desirable candidates, they want to see that students 

are willing to work hard, and maintaining a high grade point 

average shows that. Schools also like to see GPA 

improvement. The number of pass/fail classes the student 

took. Earning a passing grade in these classes is often 

considered a „D‟ by colleges. It is necessary to avoid pass / fail 

classes so they don‟t impact negatively on cumulative GPA. 

The behavior record of the student, if included would only be 

a factor if there were any negative reports, such as suspensions 

or other disciplinary actions. Schools find it very difficult to 

generate results for a large number of students (Ogbeifun and 

Ekpeyong, 2008). Generally, schools wait after several years 

before processing the results of students that have graduated 

from their institutions. The manual processing of students 

result is usually very tedious and time wasting. This therefore, 

is the rationale for this  study. The use of personal computers 

has become very common in today‟s world. Therefore, the 

need to computerize the result processing the system cannot be 

underestimated because of its speed, ease of processing, 

accuracy and timelines.  Computing trends that began in early 

1980s have enabled low cost digital storage of information ,  

rapid  transmission  of data across computer networks and 

sophisticated retrieval and processing of electronic documents 

and information. With this background of increased 

information availability in a relatively short response time and 

technological innovation, tertiary institutions can develop new 

and revolutionary methods of providing students   a way in 

which they can  access  their  result  via the institutions web 

portal. Lecturers in the institution can have access to the portal 

to enable them upload the semester results of students every 

session. 

 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM : A reliable and secure 

information is vital in today‟s education with respect to result 

processing. This has become a vital issue as students spend so 

much time trying to know their GPA. The existing system of 

processing result encounters this problem which has lead to 

time wasting  and inaccuracy of results;  Furthermore, cases of 

missing result have been recorded thereby making 

examination result processing more difficult and time 

consuming. 
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Related issues also include  the risk of loss of students 

information in case of any disaster,  the long length of time 

taken to process the students result, the question of how secure 

is the students information and the problem of  making 

mistakes while  hurriedly entering results manually for a large 

number of students. 

2. AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE 

STUDY 

The aim of this work is to design an automated result 

processing system that will increase through put and reduce 

the response time involved in processing students result 

immediately after they graduate from the institution. The 

system will enable students register courses and in turn, enable 

lecturers upload students results every semester. 

The objectives of the study include: 

I. To design an automated result processing system as 

an effective and efficient tool for course adviser. 

II. To highlight the role of Information Communication 

Technology in service delivery for the institution 

III. To provide a platform for effective process course 

advising 

2.1 Modes of Result Processing System 

Basically, there are two modes of result processing namely, 

the manual mode system and electronic mode system. Result 

can be processed manually with the use of primitive tools such 

as tabs and calculators. The processing of result by machines 

in general in such a way as to reduce to a minimum, the  need 

for manual processing is referred to as automatic data 

processing.  Result processing is mainly done by computers , 

and the methodology is referred to as electronic data 

processing.  

Generally the result processing methods are: 

2.1.1 Manual System: This is the case where the result 

processing and  generation for the departments are carried 

manually. This manual system of result processing, as 

observed in this study has many problems, among which are: 

 Delays in carrying out these activities due to 

tediousness. 

 Missing results due to carelessness or misplacement. 

 Miscalculation of student‟s results. 

Due to the manual system, the desk officers both in Exams 

and in Records and Statistics who are in charge of result 

processing find it difficult to edit documented results and 

cancel out some errors such as omission or wrong entries. 

Even though these corrections are made, the paper work will 

look mutilated (Mohini   and Amar 2011). 

Grey (2010) usually manual processing or manual mode 

generating of results usually ends with correction of errors and 

when they are given out to students, they look untidy. 

2.1.2 Automation of Activities: This is where steps to take 

when automating a system more especially when it has to do 

with the result processing is discussed. Examination results of 

students are one of the most important elements of an 

institution. Processing of this data must be under effective 

management, to ensure: 

1) Substantial saving of time and decreasing cost. 

2) Efficiency and speedy output when results are processed 

There are many other steps to take when automating a process. 

Automation offers many advantages   which include an 

improved process while decreasing cost. When automating, 

for outside help if indeed such need arises, to ensure the 

system runs smoothly. Such expertise can ensure the 

following: 

 Successful automation can improve quality, increase 

throughput, and reduce costs. A capable integrator 

recognizes what to automate and what not to automate 

and make sure that simple parts  meet necessary 

tolerance for automation. 

 Provide the primary goals you want to accomplish 

with automation (reducing cost, increasing throughput, 

improving quality and efficiency). 

 

2.2 Result Processing Techniques 

2.2.1 Batch processing: It is a technique by which items to be 

processed must be coded and collected into groups or batches 

prior to processing. A batch consists of either a convenient 

number of records or a collection of records relating to a given 

period, such as daily, weekly, monthly, etc,  accumulated until 

a sufficient number are present to justify mass updating of a 
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master file. Each batch is used to update a master file using a 

file maintenance program and an output produced. This type 

of processing is suitable for semester results and business 

applications, in which output is produced according to a 

predetermined processing cycle. The processing for this type 

of system is ordinarily defined by the frequency with which 

the master file must be updated. The average cost of 

processing result is low. No additional hardware, such as 

terminals or direct access storage device is needed. The 

system lends itself to control, as trailer records can be inputted 

which contain totals of important fields. The methods are 

secure as updating by copying can be used. It does, however, 

impose rigidity on the school. Weekly or monthly deadlines 

have to be met and peaks of work occur as results are only 

produced once a period. 

1. Real time processing: This is the processing of result in 

a sufficiently rapid manner so that the results of this 

processing are available in time as at when needed. The 

processing goes on, it is applied to the master file and 

result is obtained from the system on demand. 

2. Online transaction processing: It concerns the 

facilitation and management of transaction oriented 

applications (such as result generation) typically for data 

entry and retrieval. Automated transaction processing 

has been used to refer to processing in which the system 

responds immediately to users request. 

3. Time-sharing processing: the system interacts with 

many users, giving each of them fast individual attention 

on a time slice basis. 

2.3 Result Transmission 

Results can be fed into the computer in any of the three forms: 

a. Simplex: A simplex line allows results to be transmitted 

in one direction and one direction only. These simplex 

lines may be used to connect results from collection 

terminals to distant computer systems, thus speeding the 

flow of results from these online input terminals. 

b. Half duplex: A half-duplex line is one in which results 

can be transmitted in either direction, but in only one 

direction at a time, the flow of result in one direction 

must stop before results may flow in the opposite 

direction. Such lines may be used in time sharing 

operations. 

c. Full duplex: a duplex line is one in which results can be 

transmitted simultaneously in both directions. 

Inputs/outputs (I/O) operations can be completed 

simultaneously. Such lines serve best in real time system 

handling large volume of I/O transmission thereby, 

encouraging rapid distribution of results. 

2.4 Packages Used For Designing of Result 

Processing 

Rent Programming Language, Programming Packages can be 

used to develop result processing software for computing 

students GPA (Grade Point Average) Microsoft Excel 

spreadsheet program can be used to build an Intelligent 

Knowledge-Based System (IKBS), linking use of various 

programming facilities provided by that application (Excel). 

The programming is hard coded into the cells, and cell 

referencing which could be applied to monitor and track 

students‟ performance such as cumulative points (Ogbeifun 

and Ekpenyong, 2008). 

Personal Home Page Pre-Processor (PHP) is used to 

communicate with and manipulate the database. Adobe 

Dreamweaver, an Integrated Development Environment, is 

used to create the user Interface and to write the codes. 

MYSQL Server, a Relational Database management System, 

is used to create the database tables and data. This application, 

though tested and found to be working as expected, has 

however not been put to use widely. ( Ukem and Onoyom-Ita, 

2011). Java is a programming language used to build 

programs that can work on stand-alone computers on the 

internet.  Its primary features are that it is object-oriented and 

a cross platform language. 

By cross platform, it means that the programs can run across 

several platforms such as Microsoft Windows, Apple 

Macintosh, and Linux. MySQL, a Relational Database 

Management System (RDBMS) is used to create database 

tables and data. MySQL is very fast, reliable, and easy  to use, 

and its connectivity, speed, and security make it highly suited 

for accessing databases (Ukem, and Ofoegbu, 2012).  There 

are undoubtedly several other similar Programming Language 

Database management systems in existence. 

Some previous work has actually been carried out using 

several of such programming languages packages which prove 

to be working fine in this area. Three of such are the work by 
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Ukem, and Ofoegbu, (2012), Ogbeifun and Ekpenyong (2008) 

and that by Ukem and Onoyom-Ita (2011). 

There is, however, always room for improvement. This new 

application is intended to reduce complexity and greater ease 

of use, in order to enhance maintainability while still retaining 

good speed and accuracy. 

2.5 Analysis of Existing System: The case study 

institution is a private university in Edo State, Nigeria. The 

university has 5 faculties and various departments and 

graduates an estimate a good number of students per year. In 

the University results are processed and generated manually.  

The students are  appraised through  continuous assessment 

(CA) which may comprise of test on their various courses per 

semester and assignments and then examination. The 

combination of the CA and examination makes up the 

students‟ result. The lecturer for each course compiles the 

grades or scores of each student which makes up the total 

score for the course, to know the students final result.  Each 

lecturer then sends the result to the course advisor who is the 

head of a particular class or leve, who then gets the result from 

the various lecturers and compiles it. When the course advisor 

is done compiling result,  he then sends the result to the 

Departmental Board of Examiners which goes through over 

the result and cross -checks for errors and amendment.  Then,   

the result is sent to Faculty Board of Examiners who goes over 

the result again, to check for errors and amendment. When this 

is done , the result is sent to Senate Business School 

Committee which goes through the result once more to ensure 

there  are no errors before it is finally sent to Senate which is 

the last body to sit and look at the result and to make decision, 

if the result could be approved or stepped-down for further 

correction. In the case where result has been proved,  it is sent 

back to the department to post on notice board for students to 

view their performance. When all this is done, the result which 

Senate has approved is sent to Exams and Records, the Unit 

that manually enters  the result in their system,  compiles it  to 

finally generate students transcript. 

2.6 Information Flow The major information produced is 

the students‟ statement of result and transcript, which is done 

by the school and each student, is given a copy of his/her own 

result.  Figs. 1 and 2 are diagrams of how the information 

flows. 
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Figure 1:  Information Flow Diagram 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Data Flow Diagram for Existing System 

As outlined in Figs.1 and 2, after the scripts are marked, they 

are given to course adviser to process result and compute the 

result manually. 

During this processing, which is done manually, errors  are 

being made and corrected. Hence, the resulting output 

document becomes messed up. 

3. METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION 

This information was obtained by interviewing of various 

departmental desk officers. 

 

3.1 System Design: The new system is being presented for 

implementation so as to ensure maximum security of result, 

fast processing and reduce computational errors to the barest 

minimum. This new system will provide easy storage and 

retrieval of result since the existing manual system is deficient 

is this aspect. 

The new system is expected to achieve the following 

objectives:  

 TO ELIMINATE ERRORS — the errors encountered 

during manual computation are eliminated. 

 FLEXIBILITY — the new system will be flexible 

enough to accept modification of the old system and also 

modifications related to the new system. 

 ADEQUATE RESPONSE TIME — the new system 

should be able respond immediately once the necessary 

data is entered. 

 EASY USAGE — The new system is designed to allow 

the user to easily interact with it. Hence, it provides a 

LECTURES Course ADVISER  DEPARTMENTAL 

UNIT   

Faculty unit    

Admissions unit     

Senate      

Exams and records   

EXAM SCORE MANUAL 

PROCESSING OF 

RESULT  

COMPUTED RESULT   
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Graphic User Interface (GUI), which makes the software 

user friendly. 

 COST EFFECTIVE — The new system should be able 

to meet the requirements of the user without causing 

unnecessary financial headache or without being more 

stressful than the old one. 

3.1 Designed Input/ Output Format For The New 

System 

In the design of the proposed system, there is need for one to 

have a detailed description of how the  design was carried out. 

That is, knowing what kind of input will generate to output ( 

Figures  3 and 4). 

3.1.1 Input Format: These are the input documents worked 

on. The main input documents in this project are the course 

registered by students, student‟s information, updated result, 

from which the course credit units, course codes, student‟s 

registration number, etc, will be supplied. The keyboard will 

be used as the main input device. 

3.1.2 Output Format In view of the system, the monitor will 

be used as the main output devices. The output documents will 

be the statement of results on the inputs made. 

3.1.3 Mathematical Specification : GPA= sum of quality 

points / total credit for all courses registered in the semester. 

3.1.4 The New Result Processing System The new result 

system makes it easier to generate the students result. The 

result systems consist of Course Advisor login, student‟s 

registration, uploads result and view result. 

3.1.5 Home Page: The home page consists of login and 

signing, where the course adviser registers to be able to access 

the software and students do their registration through this 

page. 

3.1.6 Students Registration Page. The student registration 

page consists of entry of students‟ personal data and 

registration of courses with the course adviser. 

3.1.7 Course Adviser Log In : The course adviser log in  

handles the imputing of students result, calculation of students 

OPA and accessing students result. 

3.1.8 Search Menu: The search menu enables  the course 

advisor to search for each student, to be able to imput  their 

result and also view their result. 

3.1.9 Imputing Students Result : When students register 

with course advisor, it is easier to impute the result. When 

results for continuous assessment and examination have been 

imputed the GPA is generated automatically and saved in the 

database. 

3.1.10  View Result : This menu enables course advisor to 

view the students result and ensure that it is accurate
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Figure 3: Case Tool of the New System 
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Figure 4; Flow Chart for Result Processing 

4.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

4.1 System Implementations 

The implementation requirement for software development 

differs, so are the requirements too. System requirements 

depend on some predefined factors. The simplicity of the 

programming language used in the development of any system 

makes the  whole development process less tasking, which is a 

very important feature of software development. 

 The proposed system being a result processing system,  is 

targeted towards course advisors  who want to process their 

students‟ result. 

4.2 Choice of Programming Language 

The choice of a programming language to use when 

developing a software program is  vital in the development 

process of any software program. The kind of programming 

language you use is dependent on the platform the software is 

intended for,  and the kind of users matter a lot too. The 
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proposed system is intended to be accessible to course 

advisers in the university. The following are the programming 

language we have chosen for the development of the proposed 

system: 

4.2.1 Java Programming Language:  Java is a computer 

programming language. It enables programmers to write 

computer instructions using English based commands, instead 

of having to write in numeric codes. It is known  as a high-

level language because it can be read and written easily by 

humans. Like gush, Java has a set of rules that determine how 

the instructions are written. These rules are known as its 

syntax. Once a program has been written, the high level 

instructions are translated into numeric codes that computers 

can understand and execute. 

4.2.2 MYSQL: SQL is a special-purpose programming 

language designed for managing data held in a relational 

database management system (RDBMS). 

MySQL is a popular choice of database for use in web 

application, and is a central component of the widely used 

LAMP, which is an acronym for “Linux, Apache, MySQL, 

perl/php/python. “Free- software” —open source project that 

requires a full-featured database management system often 

used  MySQL. 

4.2.3 Staff Training: To achieve maximum utility of 

proposed system, staff of the system, staff of various 

departments of the institution must be practically trained on 

how to use the system. The training should cover the purpose 

and essence of the system, the nature of the system, the 

workability of the system, maintenance measures that must be 

taken, the format of input the system requires and every other 

aspect that concerns the proposed system. 

4.2.4 System Testing : To know the effectiveness of the 

proposed system and  wether  it meets  its required 

specification, the system must be provided with test data. 

These test data would be used to test the system to ascertain its 

workability. 

Eludire (2011) observed that problems associated with student 

academic record management include improper course 

registration, late release of students‟ results, inaccuracy due to 

manual and tedious calculation and retrieval 

difficulties/inefficiency, According to him, the development of 

database concept is the answer to these problems where the 

amount of redundant data is reduced and the possibility that 

data contained on a file might be inaccurate because they were 

never updated. 

With the complete implementation of the new system, the 

problems stated which lead to over stressing course adviser 

will be greatly reduced. It can also be noted that the 

processing of result will  be carried out with little or no effort. 

The most important conclusion to be drawn from the 

specification of new Automated System Result Processing 

system is the potential cost savings it offers over the existing 

system, if implemented correctly.  Also, it will ease the 

tracking of the result at any given time and increase the time 

to serve the student with their requests. It also aims at 

benefitting the “ Going Green” effort by eliminating the need 

of paper at various points. It will reduce the usage of the paper 

in quantifiable amount. A successful implementation of this 

project will help the academics to streamline the process flow 

of the result and reduce the time for taking critical decision, 

which can lead to both time and resource savings to the 

Department. 

 RECOMMENDATION: The software design if effectively 

implemented will solve the problems associated with manual 

processing of results by putting in place an efficient computer-

based result processing system.  it is recommended for 

application  in universities which experience  difficulties with 

the computation of student result. This software is subject to 

change and very much essential for other institutions to 

embrace it and implement it into their own system. 
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